
Lacks information hierarchy 
creating a confusing flow of 
information.

Solution: Limit the content visible 
at once and create clear transitions 
between sections and effective 
hierarchy of information. 

Site has poor quality images that 
are used inconsistently.

Solution: Incorporate stronger 
imagery across the board with an 
image to accompany each news 
story.

Use of light text on dark 
background without sufficient 
contrast reduces readability.

Solution: Change text colors, 
typefaces and background colors 
to increase readability and develop 
stronger brand cohesion.

Page continues for a long time 
with continuous flow of 
non-differentiated content.

Solution: Categorize posts into 
buckets in order to segment 
information. 

Side bar is unnecessarily 
cluttered with content that is not 
all necessary.

Solution: Eliminate sidebar on 
news page and integrate 
relevant content on page.

Original News Page Redesigned News Page

Redesigned Landing PageOriginal Landing Page

Featured News to spotlight 
most important updates.

Incorporation of brighter 
and more activating 
branded colors.

High-quality hero image 
depicting energy and action.

New clearly delineated into 
three categories.

Expandable archives of all 
news, and news within each 
category.

High-quality hero image 
depicting energy and action.

Navigation bar with clear 
and accurate labels.

Introduction text broken up 
to create flow and rhythm 
for readers.

Easy redirect to 
Program/Campaigns page.

Summarized content that 
sources from news page to 
ensure home page remains 
dynamic and up-to-date.

Summary of upcoming 
events.

Rotating display of most 
recent organizational social 
media posts.

Clearly organized footer with 
consistent social media 
icons.

Redesigned Our Story Page

Redesigned The Fire Inside Newsletter PageOriginal The Fire 
Inside Page

Redesigned Donate Now Page

Redesigned Get Involved Page

Landing page image is 
unwelcoming and doesn’t 
match organizational brand.

Solution: Replace with 
high-quality image of people 
in action.

Irregular uses of colors and 
typefaces throughout the site.

Solution: Create consistency 
across site.

Unappealing images, 
uninspiring design, and dull 
coloring.

Solution: Create new hierarchy 
to direct viewers to most 
important and up-to-date 
content on landing page.

Confusing footer. No contact 
information and outdated 
graphic icons. 

Solution: Create clean and 
clear footer with modern 
iconography.

Original About Page

Redesigned Programs/Campaigns PageOriginal Programs/ 
Events Page

Repetitive , crowded, and 
overwhelming side bar that  
detracts from main content.

Solution: Remove repetitive side 
bar from news page  and simplify 
on other pages.

For efficiency, only main content is shown here, rather than full pages.

No hero image and current 
image is poor quality, dark and 
overly posed.

Solution: Include hero images 
that evoke action and 
excitement on each page.

Headings are inconsistent and 
lack an active voice. Block text is 
not interesting.

Solution: Create ownership 
through use of “Our Mission”, 
etc. Make heading text 
consistent. Embed photos and 
videos when available.

Top footer is unnecessary and 
repetitive. 

Solution: Incorporate necessary 
information into sidebar and 
eliminate.

Hyperlinked titles does not evoke 
interest and minimizes the 
importance of each 
program/campaign. There is no 
categorization. Events do not 
belong lumped with ongoing 
programs.

Solution: Utilize imagery and 
short descriptions for each 
program, linking to it’s individual 
page. Include categorization. 
Separate events into it’s on page.

Text is outdated and doesn’t 
speak to political context and 
breadths of CCWP programs 
and campaigns. 

Solution: Update and improve 
text and incorporate campaigns.

Page lacks any description of 
what The Fire Inside is. Issues to 
not include titles or focus 
areas—categorizations that 
might be relevant to viewers. 

Solution: Include context as to 
what The Fire Inside is prior to 
archive. Include titles or focus 
areas for each issue. If imagery is 
available, create a gallery rather 
than a hyperlinked list. Ensure 
links open in a new page so as 
to not direct viewers away from 
the website.

Contact information can appear 
in footer, rather this page should 
emphasize how viewers can get 
involved. 

Solution: Shift “contact” page to 
“get involved” page and include 
information as to how new 
members can connect.

Icons are outdated and 
uninspiring. 

Solution: Use modern 
iconography that matches  new 
brand.

Active language for Mission, 
Vision, and History.

High-quality hero image 
depicting energy and action.

Embedded video rather 
than relying on external 
hyperlink.

High-quality hero image 
showing a program in 
action.

Updated content to reflect 
current state of programs 
and speak to political 
origins of campaigns.

Imagery and short 
description to go alongside 
each program, encouraging 
viewers to read more about 
those that interest them. 

Categorization to 
demonstrate organization’s 
role in coalitional efforts.

High-quality hero image 
offering a visual of The Fire 
Inside newsletter.

High-quality hero image 
demonstrating involved 
membership at a powerful 
event.

High-quality hero image 
depicting care and 
connection.

Incorporation of the 
powerful origins and a 
description of The Fire 
Inside newsletter project.

Issues do not have consistent 
titles or theme areas, nor does 
each have cover imagery. 
Recommended that the 
organization prioritize these 
areas for future issues to make 
the archive more accessible 
and interesting.

Incorporation of statement 
indicating the power of 
involved membership.

Clear list of ways for new 
members to get involved so 
they have an idea of what 
membership might look like to 
encourage engagement.

Redesigned iconography in 
branded colors and updated 
uses of donation money.












